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Here, many notable intellectual Jewish figures of the time are spoken of in detail.  This is the real highlight
of the book, by quoting the sources and presenting his interpretation in the context, many faces and names
become conceivable and it fosters the enjoyment of the book.
All in all, Jews in Poland-Lithuania in the Eighteenth Century is not for the casual reader.
Students of Jewish studies, eastern European history and even the Holocaust will find this understandable
and useful; to others the information provided may just be too obscure.  However, anyone of Jewish or
even Eastern European background can definitely find valuable information in Gershon’s book.  It is a
fitting work done to correct what the author believed to be misconceptions about these once populous,
vibrant communities.  With Jews in Poland-Lithuania in the Eighteenth Century, Gershon, David Hundert
has given a meaningful contribution to the vast history of what was once the epicenter of Jewish life.
Stephen J. Chernoski, M.A.
Charles R. Shrader, The Muslim-Croat Civil War in Central Bosnia – A Military History, 1992-1994.
College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2003. - Reviewed by Tal Tovy
In this book Shrader examines the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina between the Muslims and the
Croats; which was one of the  Yugoslavian wars that took place in the first half of the 1990s. Though the
conflict between the various former Yugoslavian states has been analyzed, the primary focus has been the
matter of war crimes and the world's attitude toward the war. Historians have neglected such matters as the
struggle over strategic objectives in Central Bosnia, or the urgent need to care for the many refuges that
had fled the fighting in Serbia and in Bosnia. Thus Shrader's book, because it focuses on the military
history of one of the central conflicts in the region, provides a different angle of vision on the Bosnian
conflict. 
Shrader's primary objective is to shed new light on the Bosnian civil war. He proposes to examine
the military organization, the strategy, the operative abilities, and the logistical capabilities of both armies.
He proposes further to explore the military operations conducted by both sides. By studying these aspects,
Schrader wishes to fashion a balanced understanding of the events; one unhampered by myths that have
been generated by popularized journalistic writing. To achieve this goal, the author utilizes the official
documentation that was presented to the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in
Hague. The author wishes to present the readers with the facts so that they may reach their own
conclusions, unprejudiced. 
In addition to the delineation of the military operations, Shrader examines the process by which
the two armies were constructed following the disintegration of Yugoslavia. The models he uses can help
us understand the disintegration process of a multinational state with a multi-ethnic population. Schrader
argues that the Muslims were not 'underdogs,' nor were they innocent victims. The media coverage of the
 Alvin and Heidi Toffler, War and Anti-War: Survival at the Dawn of the 21st Century, (Boston.1
1993), chapter 11. 
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conflict, he argues, was biased; evident, for instance, from the fact that television interviews were held
primarily with Bosnian Muslims. Those who reported the conflict chose to follow rumor, propaganda, and
speculation. One of the reasons for this bias, Shrader explains, is the historic Croatian alliance with Nazi
Germany during WWII; another reason is that various western European countries, especially France,
Germany and Holland, have large Muslim communities. 
In the opening chapter, Shrader reviews the historic, ethnic and geographical context of the civil
war. This geographical review is crucial for the later understanding of the military operations. In chapters
two through four, the author discusses the development of the armies, the development of the command
and control systems, the training and logistical systems, and the shaping of doctrine. In these chapters we
learn that, contrary to popular belief, the opposing armies were indeed modern armies, rather than chaotic
mob-like organizations. They were able to establish modern command and control systems, as well as
logistical systems capable of transporting and maintaining field units. In chapters six through eleven, the
author analyzes the military operations that were conducted during the war. His conclusion is that though
we have been led to believe otherwise, the Muslims were the aggressors in this conflict, and that they were
defeated once the Croatian army joined the fighting. 
Civil wars are horrible; the civil war that took place in Central Bosnia between November 1992
and March 1994 was no exception. In the heat of the battle, war crimes were committed by both sides,
international rules of engagement were violated, and both sides committed acts of massacre and rape of
noncombatants. 
The author explores the war from a different aspect as well. He analyzes the Muslim-Croat civil
war as a post Cold-War conflict. We have seen a frightening array of separatist wars stemming from ethnic
and religious violence. In this regard, the war in central Bosnia is an important test-case for the formation
of international policy. The international community is forced to deal with an increase in low-intensity
conflicts and to send forces on peacekeeping operations. These developments necessitate the creation of
specially trained military or paramilitary forces. Niche Wars, as defined by Alvin and Heidi Toffler,
necessitate the use of military units able to operate in hostile, protected, or remote environments while
maintaining cultural sensitivity for such varied situations as coups, border conflicts, civil wars, and terrorist
attacks.  1
There is one point about which I disagree with the author. Shrader claims that the Bosnian civil
war validates the Clausewitzian maxim stating that “war is merely the continuation of policy by other
means” (p. 162), because the war began after the attempts to solve the conflict by political means had
proved unsuccessful. However, the bloody conflicts in the former Yugoslavian states, the Muslim-Croat
civil war among them, demonstrate that the disintegration of Yugoslavia resulted from clashes between
ethic, religious, and cultural groups. The Muslims had attempted to control a certain territory while
  John Keegan, A History of Warfare, (New York, 1993), pp. 1-60, esp., 57-60.2
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oppressing or expelling its Croat minority. At a certain point the Croatian army intervened in favor of the
Croat minority. Shouldn't we therefore accept John Keegan's thesis, according to which “war is the
continuation of culture by other means”?2
The Bosnian civil war also falls under Samuel Huntington's concept of "Fault Line Wars."
Huntington's concepts would enable us to broaden the theoretical framework of the research. According to
Huntington, fault line conflicts are communal conflicts between states or groups from different
civilizations. Various groups may partake in these conflicts, whether from the same or from different
geographical areas. In the former, historically strained relations may erupt violently, especially when new
states are being formed and the physical borders are being redrawn. The Yugoslavian wars demonstrate the
applicability of Huntington's theories to civil wars in the post-Cold War era.
Basic ethnic issues are difficult to resolve through political negotiations, and such agreements,
even if they are achieved, do not last long. War is, therefore, a continuation of culture rather than a
continuation of policy. Fault Line Wars are usually fought between people from different religions.  Those
deep rooted differences usually aggravate and intensify the conflict. Huntington believes that the former
Yugoslavia was the scene for one of the most complex systems of a Fault Line War. The lines that had
been drawn in the world during the war reflect the cultural characteristic of the war. Christian states
(Catholic and Protestant alike) intervened in favor of Croatia, Russia and Greece sided with the Serb
Orthodox, and various Muslim countries intervened for the Bosnian Muslims (Saudi Arabia, Iran, Turkey,
Libya). 
Shrader’s intention was to present the reader with an objective perception of the war.  Broadening
the theoretical framework of the research could have added further points of reference. Regardless, the
current research is, indeed, a major contribution to the study of the complex struggle that took place in the
Balkans during the 1990s.
Tal Tovy, Bar-Ilan University, Israel
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